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ALASKA SEAFOOD MARKETING INSTITUTE

A brand is much more than just a logo. It’s the promise we make to our 
customers. From our mission to our personality,voice and design principles, 
our brand influences every experience we deliver. And that means defining, 
supporting and protecting the brand is a job for all of us.




ContentsGENERAL INFORMATION

The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI) is a unique partnership of processors, harvesters and state 
government, deeply committed to preserving the unrivaled natural quality of wild Alaska Seafood. The 
Alaska Seafood logo signifies the Alaska Seafood industry’s commitment to this quality. Fishermen and 
processors go to great lengths to provide the highest quality seafood possible, harvesting and processing 
their seafood at its peak to ensure that the fresh-caught flavor and firm texture are maintained.

The following parameters have been established to ensure correct and consistent logo usage 
in all communication efforts involving them. Your use of the Alaska Seafood logo signifies 
your acceptance of these parameters and of ASMI’s specific usage guidelines. All uses of the 
Alaska Seafood logo on packaging and marketing materials (such as advertisements, 
collateral materials, POS materials, and video footage) must be reviewed and approved 
in advance of printing.

When you use the Alaska Seafood logo, it must refer to Alaska Seafood (i.e. seafood that originates in 
Alaska) or food products in which Alaska Seafood is the predominant ingredient. The Alaska Seafood logo 
may be used only on food for human consumption. In general, the relationship between the respective 
logo elements should not be altered. In no case should the logo be distorted to achieve a specific graphic 
effect, nor should any element be extrapolated and used as a design element for any communication or 
other collateral materials.

When referring to individual Alaska species or Alaska Seafood in total, the first letter of the words Alaska 
and the respective species shall always be capitalized, e.g. Alaska Salmon. This indicates both a brand and 
a proper name, and applies to all materials both internally and externally. In no case shall the names of 
the species not be capitalized. The preferred terminology is always “Alaska” rather than “Alaskan,” e.g. 
Alaska Salmon, not Alaskan Salmon. The following usages are also unacceptable: salmon from Alaska and 
Alaska’s salmon.



LOGO GUIDELINES OVERVIEW

ALASKA SEAFOOD LOGO

The logo has the flexibility to be used alone or in combination with the “Wild, Natural & Sustainable®” tagline noted below. 
When used alone, the logo consists of the triangle with the words “Alaska Seafood.” Use of the logo with the “Wild, Natural 
& Sustainable®” tagline is encouraged whenever possible:


LOGO A: WILD, NATURAL & SUSTAINABLE TAGLINE
The font used for the tagline is Tuffy Regular Italic with a 1 pt. stroke.









LOGO B: The website logo is comprised of the Alaska Seafood logo and 
the website address. It appears as follows:


ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE

www.alaskaseafood.org



The Alaska Seafood logo shall be used on all materials as appropriate, e.g. 
retail ad applications, foodservice presentations and point-of-sale pieces.

• When creative directions include Alaska Seafood as text in a design, the logo 
   must be included in the same general area.

• The Alaska Seafood logo should always sit on a straight, horizontal baseline;  
   it should never be rotated or positioned on an angle.

• The Alaska Seafood logo can be used in various size formats but should not be 
   reduced smaller than 1” (2.54 cm) in width; any smaller and it becomes   
   illegible.

• To ensure high visibility and an uncluttered presentation, always maintain   
   “clearspace” around the logo. A minimum of 25% of the height of the logo 
   should be retained for clearance space; the purpose of this space is to isolate 
   the logo from  surrounding elements,thereby giving appropriate prominence 
   to the logo.




• The Alaska Seafood logo should always be presented on a background 
   that provides sufficient contrast and maximizes clarity and legibility. 
   Do not alter the logo in any way in order to make it work on an 
   inappropriate background.

LOGO GUIDELINES OVERVIEW

ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE



The Alaska Seafood logo is available for reproduction in the following formats, which include reversed-out counterparts for 
use on dark backgrounds. Same as for the secondary logo with website address.

LOGO GUIDELINES OVERVIEW

ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE



Alaska Canned Salmon �


fu ll-ad | 1/3  Recipe Ads  
layout concept 1

R168, G182, B97
Hex #A8B661

C 8, M0, Y47, K29
PMS 577C, 7745U

R84, G104, B51
Hex #546833

C19, M0, Y51, K59 
 PMS 371C, 364U

Type Treatment


Headline: ZurichXCn BT
Sub-Headline: A Love of Thunder

Body Copy: Trebuchets MS 

Colors Palette


Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette 

R223, G209, B112
Hex #DFD170

C0, M6, Y50, K13 
PMS 609C, 610U

ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE



R112, G24, B180 
 Hex #701814

C0, M79, Y82, K56 
PMS 1815C,  1815U

Type Treatment


Headline: ZurichXCn BT
Sub-Headline: A Love of Thunder

Body Copy: Trebuchets MS 

Colors Palette


Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette 

R135, G116, B76
Hex #87744C

C0, M14, Y44, K47
 PMS  871C, 119U

R135, G116, B76
Hex #87744C

C0, M14, Y44, K47
PMS  871C, 119U

Alaska Canned Salmon �


fu ll-ad | 1/3  Recipe Ads  
layout concept 2

ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE



Type Treatment


Headline: ZurichXCn BT
Sub-Headline: A Love of Thunder

Body Copy: Trebuchets MS 

Colors Palette


Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette 

R238 G232 B180
Hex #EEE8B4

C0, M3, Y24,  K7
PMS 7499C, 614U

R88, G85, B52
Hex #585534

C0, M3, Y41, K65
PMS 7764C,  448U

R135, G116, B76
Hex #87744C

C0, M14, Y44, K47
PMS 871C, 119U

ALASKA SEAFOOD
MARKETING INSTITUTE

Alaska Canned Salmon �
 New Ad Campaign for 2015

(layout concept 3 was chosen)


Featured in March through June issues of  
Competitor, Women’ s Running,  Runner’s 

World , Bicycling & Triathlete.  
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(ve rtical) (horizon al )

R238 G232 B180
Hex #EEE8B4

C0, M3, Y24,  K7
PMS 7499C, 614U

R88, G85, B52
Hex #585534

C0, M3, Y41, K65
PMS 7764C,  448U
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Tagline: typography sty le 

( vertical)

(hor izonal)

Colors  Palette for  Tagline


Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette.

  The vertical tagline may not 
be used except in a few 

specific circumstances 
(like small vertical spaces) 

Color captures passions, inspires and connects 
us. Color helps to unify our visual identity and 
bring emphasis to the message. 



Alaska Seafood 
Marketing Institute 


New Trade Full Ad for 

Supermarket News 

R53, G179, B190
Hex #35B3BE

C72, M6, Y0,  K25
PMS 7709C, 7710U

Type Treatment


Headline: Roboto Bold

Body Copy: Roboto Medium Italic

Colors Palette


Use our campaign colors 
as the  primary palette 

R252, G116, B78
Hex #FC744E

C 0, M54, Y69, K1
PMS 1645C , 119U



Colors  Palette 

Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette.

Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute �
New Trade half Ad for Supermarket News 



Here are another example  
of Digital Media Ads. 

Here are some great examples of brand consistency 
within the digital realm. From print to the digital 
frontier of the web.

Colors  Palette 


Use our campaign colors 
as the primary palette.

In-movie full-ad

http://kwaredesign.com/showcase/interactive/projects_flash.html#asmi


If you’ve just read these guidelines, you have our appreciation. It means you share 
our belief in details and qual ity. We know applying these principles takes time and 
effort, but by doing this make the brand stronger. If you ever have questions about 
our v isual identity and its appl ication in design, don’t hesi tate to contact...

Thank You for your cooperation!




